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With controversy and unanswered questions still surrounding the December 14 Sandy 

Hook school shootings, is it possible that the alleged killer, Adam Lanza, acted as a patsy 

in some sort of mind control operation? 

 

During a January 11 interview, Officer Jack McLamb told AMERICAN FREE PRESS: 

“Adam Lanza was a programmed assassin in what is known as Operation Open Eyes.” 

 

As a decorated lawman, McLamb has served as a Federal Bureau of Investigation hostage 

negotiator, radio talk show host, founder of “Police Against the New World Order,” and 

is the author of Operation Vampire Killer. 

 

When asked to further describe such a clandestine program, McLamb explained: “Once a 

subject is programmed at Level Four, they become hypnotized as a Clear Eyes asset. 

After completely assuming the personality of an assassin, subjects will obey everything 

they’re told to do.” 

 

Gunther Russbacher—a 29-year Central Intelligence Agency veteran that flew as a pilot 

during the 1980 October Surprise mission that foiled Jimmy Carter’s reelection 

chances—provided the premise for this idea. In 1996 he wrote, “Using Operation Open 

Eyes, the government can create the perfect assassin, saboteur, suicide-bomber or 

terrorist, one who will perform on cue, not able to remember anything, and then self-

destruct before being captured.” 

 

Russbacher also expanded upon how these “deeply troubled” individuals would be 

characterized to the public. “The media will present ‘Clear Eyes’ as a nut case who went 

on a tragic and senseless rampage.” 

 

Bart Van Ness, who has enjoyed a long history of associations with various law 

enforcement agencies as a concerned citizen, agreed with McLamb’s analysis. On 

January 11 he told AFP: “In a 2007 edition of McLamb’s Aid and Abet newsletter 

released after the Virginia Tech massacre, he predicted these types of events would 

happen again and again. The key to the whole Sandy Hook situation is Operation Open 

Eyes as a psy-op. At Level Four, a Clear Eyes fully-programmed sleeper assassin can no 

longer differentiate between right and wrong. These subjects are told they’re superhuman 

and that laws are written for other people.” 

 

When asked how he arrived at these conclusions, Van Ness replied: “Sandy Hook fits the 

pattern of other previous slayings at Virginia Tech, Binghamton, Aurora, the recent 

Amish and Sikh killings, Jared Loughner in Arizona, plus Columbine and OKC. It fits the 

profile to a tee, and then afterward most of the subjects are killed or they kill 

themselves.” 

 



As for a motive, Van Ness stated: “The mainstream media has created a mass hysteria to 

condition people into demonizing gun owners. They portrayed Lanza and all these others 

as messed-up kids under psychiatric treatment, but I’m informed and aware of what this 

administration is capable of doing. I don’t hate government, but I do hate bad 

government.” 

 

“The reason I’m suspicious about Sandy Hook, he continued, “is because the government 

and media have lied to us about so many other events in the past. Look at Operation 

Northwoods, Vietnam, the USS Liberty, 9-11 and WMDs. I think we need a thorough, 

honest investigation from AFP.” 

 

Lastly, AFP inquired about the vendetta against firearms that has unfolded at breakneck 

speed. 

 

“The media is only giving one side: gun control,” said Van Ness. “As for Obama, he’s a 

Marxist that’s doing what his handlers tell him to do. If he resorts to passing an executive 

order to disarm Americans, not only will it be unconstitutional, but that practically makes 

him a dictator, too.” 

 

 


